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Salary system is the core of human resource management for enterprise. It 
expresses the enterprise’s value distribution and management idea of human resource. 
When an enterprise initiates its salary system, it is very important for them to optimize 
the allocation of salary elements based on the enterprise’s operation strategy so as to 
maximize the efficiency of salary system by way of salary system integration, support 
the enterprise’s strategy and meet the employees’ various requirements. The 
enterprise’s marketing staff’s salary system issue is an important subject of marketing 
management. It is not easy to set up a scientific and efficient sales people salary 
system. There is no common and unchanged salary system for sales group in the 
world. It is always different with the difference of the enterprise’s marketing strategy, 
mode, channel, provided products or service, fractionized customers and customer 
types. In all, different types of sales people, different enterprise, different market will 
have different salary system.  
By researching the different salary systems of current companies, analyzing of 
current medical industry situation and its sales characteristics and combining A 
company’s real situation and sales development in the following five years, this thesis 
establishes the salary system for A medical marketing company based on the theory of 
sales people’s output Vs income and determinant of fixed income combination by 
Robert J Kelvin.  
The characteristics of A medical marketing company’s salary system as follows: 
1）Fully express the enterprise’s development strategy and meet the requirements 
of the enterprise’s short term and long term development. 














3）Based on the medical sales characteristics, it designs several sales functions. 
The salary system is made of by various business reward elements and is good at 
feasibility. 
4）The achievement salary’s measurability for marketing support function will 
accelerate the establishment of sales concept and the building of teamwork. 
5）Ensure the company’s effective sales resource will not get lost during the 
company’s development.  
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